ABSTRACT

Objectives This study examined the relationship between professionals’ perceptions of a strengthened role for the patient and of patient involvement in quality improvement (QI) and whether professionals’ experiences in improvement science were a moderator on such a relationship.

Design From a predominantly close-ended, 44-item questionnaire, 4 questions specifically concerning professionals’ perception on patient involvement in QI were analysed.

Setting Three Swedish regions.

Participants 155 healthcare professionals who had previously participated in courses in improvement science.

Results The covariate patient involvement was significantly related to a perceived strengthened patient role. There was also a significant interaction effect between degree of patient involvement in improvements and professionals’ experience in the area of improvement science on a strengthened patient role. The result shows that there is a relationship between the perceived level of patient involvement in improvements and professionals’ perceptions of a strengthened patient role. In this study, the covariate, perceived patient involvement, was significantly related to experiences of more equal relationships between patients and healthcare professionals. There was also a significant interaction effect between the degree of patient involvement and professionals’ experience in the area of improvement science for a more equal relationship between patients and healthcare professionals.

Conclusion Increased patient involvement in QI is a means of strengthening the patient role and supporting a more equal relationship between patients and healthcare professionals. Furthermore, empirical evidence shows that the healthcare professionals’ experiences in the area of improvement science support a strengthened patient role and a more equal power relationship, but for this to happen, the mindset of professionals is key. Future research is needed to capture and investigate the experiences from patients and relatives about being involved in QI in healthcare, and to study the effects on quality in care processes.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a perspective on healthcare quality improvement (QI) by addressing the change in power relationships that arises from the increased patient involvement in a healthcare system that traditionally has been regarded as profession-centric. The paper argues that QI in healthcare is enhanced by more active involvement of patients, which in turn acts as a mechanism for mobilising a move from profession-centric healthcare towards a more power-balanced situation.

Traditionally, healthcare has been regarded as profession-centric, characterised by a multiplicity of professional logics and specialisations. In a knowledge-intensive setting, a certain type of expertise or knowledge interest will prevail over others. As result of an imbalance where healthcare professionals will prevail over the patients in certain situations, patients may perceive communication and interaction with healthcare professionals as being one-sided or insufficient. Patients often complain that they are not being listened to or taken seriously. Dissatisfaction concerning this is likely to be under-reported by patients. However, the voice of patients is important not only in identifying deficiencies but also as a component of QI in healthcare, which is the focus of the present paper.

It is commonly argued that patient involvement contributes to more effective and efficient healthcare delivery that, in turn, leads to lower costs, better medical results and increased patient satisfaction. A frequent critique, however, is that the effects of patient involvement are still not fully established, and that patient involvement is a time-consuming and resource-consuming endeavour. Besides the instrumental logic based on economic rationality for involving patients in QI, democratic arguments based on communicative-oriented and consensus-oriented rationality may also be used, including an emphasis on fair participation in decision-making and representative inclusion of marginalised voices. Irrespective of such arguments, the involvement
of patients is of particular concern in the Swedish context of the present paper. Swedish patients with complex care needs are reported to be less satisfied with their interactions with healthcare professionals than patients in other Western countries; moreover, it has been shown that a patient’s perspective and patient involvement are often lacking in Swedish healthcare.

Traditionally, QI in healthcare has been the domain of the professionals. By this stress, healthcare service improvement entails an inside-out perspective, driven by strong professional groups, where patients are not sufficiently seen as active partners in the development of healthcare services. However, during recent decades, increased emphasis has been placed on the role of the patient in the delivery of healthcare, as well as healthcare organisation and management. The contemporary patient role also includes taking part in improvements not only in one’s own care but also in the care of other patients.

Improving contemporary healthcare is not possible without professionals and other stakeholders realising the benefit and reasons to include the voice of patients in QI. In fact, by involving stakeholders even in research projects aiming for change, reach, rigour and relevance can be improved. Recent studies also show that involving patients in QI leads to more radical suggestions for improvement and innovations. As suggested in Greenhalgh et al.’s review on diffusion of innovations in healthcare, there is a broad range of determinants influencing successful spread of innovations or innovative ways of working. These range from influence from the outer context and its sociopolitical climate to the user system, including system readiness for innovation, adopters, assimilation and implementation process. Centring on patient involvement, Luxford et al. argue that the most common barrier to increased patient focus ‘the mindset of employees from a “provider-focus” to a “patient-focus”’. Thus, in this paper we focus on the relation between staff and patients in the user system, although acknowledging that there are other critical determinants also influencing changed practices related to patient involvement. The purpose of this paper was to investigate healthcare professionals’ perspectives on patient involvement in QI in order to explore shifts in power as an enabling mechanism for a strengthened patient role. Furthermore, it is investigated whether healthcare professionals’ earlier experience of working in projects with patient involvement has a moderating role on the perceived effect of patient involvement on the patient role.

LITERATURE AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

As the traditional role-casting between healthcare professional and patient develops, clearly the notion of the patient as a passive receiver of healthcare (information and treatment) and dependence on professionals’ expertise is ill fit. As healthcare is not ‘produced’ to waiting patients, patients are regarded as actors interacting with healthcare professionals as equal actors. Not only delivery but also QI take place in the interaction between these two actors and thus alter the power relation between them.

Power relation between healthcare professionals and patients

Power can be seen as a resource that is possessed by some and lacked by others and that can be won or lost, or something that healthcare professionals can ‘give’ in order to empower patients. Power may also be conceived as shaping the agenda and thereby dictating who is allowed to participate, or as transforming the powerless so that they (often unconsciously) act in accordance with the desires of the powerful. A radically different notion of power is suggested by Foucault, wherein power should be understood as diffuse rather than concentrated in and possessed by individuals. Here, power acts in more subtle ways through norms within discourses that define what can be said and done (and not). Within a discourse, power and knowledge cannot be separated because power both derives from and makes use of knowledge, and in so doing reproduces what is considered valid knowledge within the boundaries of the discourse.

As knowledge and power are intertwined in a Foucauldian conception of power, access to knowledge and participation in knowledge production is essential for patients as well as professionals to extend the boundaries of what is seen as possible to do—thus, the arguments to enhance participative approaches of knowledge production are to address asymmetric relationships to be ‘transformed into subject/subject rather than subject/object’. Healthcare professionals sometimes see the patient as an objectified patient, not a person with the potential to be a partner in QI. Hence, the reconceptualisation of the patient role becoming a codesigner of care in improvement may be of value in supporting person-centred care. Furthermore, involvement in design and improvement of care processes is argued to support the patient in becoming a more empowered partner to healthcare professionals. However, research on involvement in QI and the actual influence on patient empowerment and the power relations between patients and healthcare professionals is scarce.

Conceiving power as a resource that is possessed not solely by individuals recognises that inequalities between professionals and patients should be understood as embedded in a healthcare discourse that shapes the possibilities and restrictions of both parties. This study views power as ‘the ability to influence the decision variables’ of another actor. The relative power position of the two actors is determined by the resources and knowledge controlled by each party. For healthcare providers, the study builds on Batalden and Stoltz’s view on the necessity of both professional and improvement knowledge. Based on this view and derived from the field of purchasing, four (I–IV) categories of power...
positions between healthcare professionals and patients can be identified (see figure 1).

From a single actor’s perspective, a power imbalance can be seen as a favourable position. On the one hand, the literature on relationship management prescribes that the power balance between two actors should be managed in a way that gives the buyer a range of options with respect to one or more suppliers,\(^5^6\) that is, in this case, a (1) patient-dominated position; on the other hand, the literature on healthcare services reveals the (2) dominance of professionals over patients\(^2^2^ 0^2^3\); a third stream of research argues for quality achievement as the result of a (3) joint development\(^2^8^ 5^7\); a higher level of mutual dependence—interdependence—arises when the two actors aspire to the same goals and achieving greater performance is conditional to each other’s actions;\(^5^8\) finally, (4) independence, regarded here as a rare case in healthcare, refers to a situation where the individual patient is of very limited importance for the professional, and where any effort towards QI would be made in terms of the patient finding another healthcare provider. This presupposes that an abundance of options available to the patient and that services are standardised. The categorisation helps also to understand possible changes in power positions as a result of changes in the underlying determinants.\(^5^3^ 5^9\)

**Conceptual framework**

Figure 2 suggests that a strengthened patient role has the potential to open new ways of working with QI based on patients’ unique experiences. A higher degree of patient involvement is expected to lead to a strengthened patient role.

According to the left-hand side of the conceptual framework in figure 2, professionals need to possess knowledge in improvement science,\(^5^5\) assuming that they could carry out their own QI projects as well as act as facilitators of the QI projects of others. In fact, training healthcare professionals in improvement science has been shown to foster long-term improvement capability on an individual as well as organisational level.\(^6^0\) On the right-hand side, patient involvement is argued to support a strengthened patient role, thereby promoting a changed power structure. Investigating QI from such a perspective, the study builds on the literature on buyer–supplier relationships.\(^5^3^ 5^8\) In this paper, a strengthened patient role refers to a transition towards a more equal power relation between healthcare professionals and patients. Experience from working with improvement science (in addition to professional medical knowledge) is seen as a moderator on the effect of patient involvement on a strengthened patient role. Based on figure 1, two research questions were formulated:

**Figure 1** Power balance and categories of power positions between healthcare professionals and patients, inspired by Rehme et al and Cox.\(^5^3^ 5^6\)

**Figure 2** Combining knowledge bases of healthcare professionals and patients to support quality improvements.
Is there a relationship between patient involvement in QI and a perceived strengthened role for the patient?

Are professionals’ experiences in the area of improvement science a moderator on the relationship between patient involvement and a perceived strengthened patient role?

**METHODS**

**Design and data collection**

A questionnaire including a cover letter and 44 questions was developed, partly based on three validated questionnaires. Most questions were closed-ended and included information of the respondent’s background, experiences of facilitating improvement projects, organisation and context, results from QI projects, and individual experiences of patient involvement. A pilot questionnaire was tested by a focus group including five healthcare professionals from different healthcare organisations, all of whom had taken courses in improvement science. The test led to improvements of the questionnaire in, for instance, clarification of questions.

The survey was conducted using a web-based survey tool (fluidsurveys.com) The sample included healthcare professionals currently, or previously, working with QI projects. The original sample was based on a list of 472 participants in courses in improvement science in three Swedish regions. We further used snowball sampling, where respondents in the original sample provided e-mail addresses for 19 additional respondents. In all, 491 questionnaires were administered to respondents, each of whom got two reminders by email. A total number of 155 respondents completed the entire questionnaire, yielding a response rate of 32%. In addition, since several respondents (n=32) no longer worked in healthcare or were on extended sick leave, the adjusted response rate was 34%.

**Measurement instrument**

The present study draws on four questions out of the 44 in the survey presented previously. First, the dependent variable (strengthened patient role) was measured on the level of agreement to these statements:

- ‘The power relationship between health professionals and patient/relatives was changed and became more equal’.
- ‘The patients’/relatives’ position was clarified and strengthened’.

A 5-point Likert-type scale, with choices ranging from ‘not at all’ to ‘to a very high degree’ was provided. Second, in exploring if a higher degree of patient involvement in QI leads to a strengthened patient role, the independent variable (degree of patient involvement) was measured through the following questions:

- ‘To what extent have patients and/or relatives been involved in implementing improvements along with the healthcare professionals?’ in a 5-point scale from ‘not at all’ to ‘to a very high degree’. Third, the moderator variable about experiences from the area of improvement science was measured through the question:

  - ‘Have you previously been a leader or facilitator for improvements which patients and/or relatives have been involved in?’

Answers were given as either ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

**Data analysis**

SPSS V.22 was used for analysing the data. Studying the impact of a strengthened patient role, we used Pearson’s correlation coefficient. To explore the relationship between patient involvement, professionals’ experience in improvement science and the patient role, a moderated regression model using the generalised linear model was employed. Two different regression models were generated, each with a different dependent variable (ie, strengthened patient role and changed power relationship between patients and healthcare professionals). Both models were built on two terms: the main effect for the degree of patient involvement and an interaction effect between the covariate patient involvement and the fixed factor professionals’ experience and knowledge.

**RESULTS**

Of the 155 respondents, the gender distribution was 75.5% female and 23.3% male, and 1.3% of the respondents did not report gender. Regarding professions, 45.8% of the respondents were nurses; 12.3% were physicians; and the remaining group included a variety of other professions, such as physiotherapists, occupational therapists and psychologists. That more women than men responded and that most of the respondents were nurses reflect the prevailing circumstances in Swedish healthcare. Further, a majority of the respondents (63.9%) reported previous experiences in facilitating QI projects with patient involvement. One respondent reported on a project involving patients conducted already back in 1979, but most of the mentioned projects were conducted after 2010. For the two dependent variables (measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale, 1=’not at all’ to 5=’to a very high degree’), the overall mean score was 3.74 (n=136, SD 1.32) on ‘The patients’/relatives’ position was clarified and strengthened’, and 3.17 (n=136, SD 1.158) for ‘The power relationship between health professionals and patient/relatives was changed and became more equal’.

Our data indicate significant correlations between a strengthened patient role and a more equal power relationship between patient and healthcare professionals (see table 1), such as being able to address new patient needs.

Departing from the results in table 1 that strengthened patient role and a more equal power relationship are significantly correlated, it is of interest to move further in understanding how patient involvement in QI contributes to strengthening the patients’ role in healthcare. In this study, the covariate patient involvement, that is, our
A continuous predictor variable was significantly related to a strengthened patient role ($F(1.119)=20.2$, $p=0.000$). There was also a significant interaction effect between the degree of patient involvement and professionals’ experience in the area of improvement science on a strengthened patient role ($F(1.119)=4.15$, $p=0.044$). The predicted model has $r^2=0.194$ (see Table 2).

The result shows that there is a relationship between the level of patient involvement in QI and professionals’ experiences of a strengthened patient role. In this study, the covariate, patient involvement, was significantly related to a more equal relationship between patients and healthcare professionals ($F(1.120)=21.94$, $p=0.000$). There was also a significant interaction effect between the degree of patient involvement and professionals’ experience in the area of improvement science, on a more equal power relationship between patients and healthcare professionals ($F(1.120)=3.81$, $p=0.053$). The predicted model has $r^2=0.201$ (see Table 3).

In summary, the regression analyses in Tables 2 and 3 show that working with degree of patient involvement does impact both the patient’s role and power relations between professionals and patients. Moreover, experiences in improvement science act as a moderating effect, implying that such knowledge enhances the influence of patient involvement on a strengthened role.

### DISCUSSION

The importance of strengthening the patient role has been pointed out in previous research, as, for example, in the area of person-centred care. Building on the notion of a power balance between the professionals and patients, three key implications are suggested. First, patient involvement in QI appears to enhance the patient role and hence strengthens the patient’s power position. Second, empirical evidence from this study supports the criticality of healthcare professionals’ knowledge and experience of improvement science. Third, the paper aids the understanding of a movement of power balance towards interdependence between professionals and patients.

First, the results on enhanced patient role are in line with the view on power as including but not being bound to individuals but rather to discourses, 

Power in this way may not be a zero-sum relationship; that is, increasing the patient’s role does not mean that power for professionals decreases, rather it is a case of an interdependent power relation. This also means that in organising and managing healthcare, we need to recognise that, within the discourse, power shapes certain types of roles and impacts relationships between actors. Similar to the findings of Visser et al., in which online communities for patients were guided by norms of what could be discussed and what could not, patients’ roles are also restricted by what is allowed within the healthcare discourse. When patients are invited to collaborate with healthcare professionals in improvement projects, their

| Table 1 Pearson correlation between strengthened patient role and equal power relations |
|---------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** |
| **Pearson correlation** | **1** | **0.748** | **p<0.001** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** |
| **Significance (two-tailed)** | **N** | **136** | **135** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** |
| **Equal power relations** | **Pearson correlation** | **0.748** | **p<0.001** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** |
| **Significance (two-tailed)** | **N** | **135** | **136** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** | **Strengthened patient role** | **Equal power relations** |

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

**Table 2 Regression results for strengthened patient role**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected model</td>
<td>25.255*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.627</td>
<td>14.306</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>133.327</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>133.327</td>
<td>151.046</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of patient involvement</td>
<td>17.877</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.877</td>
<td>20.253</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitators’ experience×degree of patient involvement</td>
<td>3.662</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.662</td>
<td>4.149</td>
<td>p&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>105.040</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1590.000</td>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected total</td>
<td>130.295</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*r^2=0.194 (adjusted r^2=0.180).*
roles, and hence their power position, are strengthened. This is supportive of Donetto et al.,63 arguing that the patient role is strengthened by involving the patients in QI. Therefore, the results also support the relationship management literature in that two separate actors share and leverage each other’s resources.35,58

Second, the study revealed that if projects are led by someone with experience in leading QI projects with patients involved, this has a moderating effect on patient involvement on a strengthened patient role. Thus, this study provides empirical evidence supporting Batalden and Stoltz’s55 view on improvement science being a competence area of its own, which is needed for healthcare professionals working with QI. If healthcare professionals facilitating improvements have insights in improvement science in combination with their professional knowledge, trust and confidence in QI are supported.9,64 As shown in this study, using professionals with experience from the area of improvement science as leaders of QI projects will be a way to further leverage the effect of patient involvement on a strengthened patient role.

Third, with respect to a movement from a professional-dominated relationship to an interdependent one (referring back to figure 2), the results are in line with previous research51,63 in that patient involvement contributes to such a movement. As knowledge and power are intertwined,43,44 access to the knowledge production is essential and involving patients as cocreators in QI may be the way forward to address asymmetric power relationships.47 Departing from the upper left-hand side, Armstrong et al.54 state that the unequal relationship between healthcare professionals and patients favours the healthcare professionals. Moreover, it is argued52 that the current power relationship hinders patient involvement. Interestingly, though, when working together with QI, the traditional relationship between patients and healthcare professionals is challenged.50,65 This study points to two components that can support a shift towards a more balanced and interdependent power relationship (figure 1, upper right-hand side). First, by patient involvement in QI, unique knowledge, skills and experience from both patients and healthcare professionals are exploited. Involving patients as cocreators in QI could hence be a way of reshaping the relationship between patients and healthcare professionals. For this to happen, a certain degree of acceptance of interdependence by both parties is needed.59 Such an interdependent position is beneficial as it creates a situation where collaborative and cocreative approaches, as well as leverage of knowledge on both actors’ side, are possible.56 Second, this study implies that a more power-balanced relation is achieved by extending the knowledge base of the professional not only by insights in improvement science55 but also by a change in the capture and sharing of value33 that occurs when patients become cocreators in QI.

Strengths and limitations

This study is limited to healthcare professionals’ perceptions and experiences about QI based on patient involvement; further studies from the patient perspective are encouraged. One such area is to capture and investigate the experiences from patients and relatives about being involved in QI in healthcare and to study the effects on quality in care processes. Moreover, changes supporting patient involvement take place in a complex system in which this study has centred on the patient–professional relation; further studies could be extended to include other influential determinants, such as the system antecedents for change,56 for example, leadership, managerial relations and organisational maturity. Despite these limitations, the main strength of this study is to identify interdependence as a professional–patient power position creates favourable conditions for a cocreation of QI.

CONCLUSION

Increased patient involvement in QI is a means of strengthening the patient role and supporting a more equal relation between patients and healthcare professionals. Furthermore, the healthcare professionals’ experiences in the area of improvement science moderate the effect of the degree of patient involvement in a strengthened patient role and a more equal power relationship. This paper suggests that to fully exploit the potential of this shift, the synergies of combining the knowledge bases of both healthcare professionals and patients need
to be acknowledged. Policymakers should thus support healthcare systems that recognise the input from a variety of actors in developing healthcare services. Moreover, the paper also points to the necessity to reach a state of interdependence between actors to enable the mutual goals of the QI. In other words, to gain as many benefits as possible from QI, it needs to be practiced not only as a dual actor but also as a bidirectional effort.
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